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A sufficient condition is found for the product of two Toeplitz operators on the
Hardy space of the unit sphere to be a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator.
The condition leads to a criterion for a Hankel operator to be compact.  1997
Academic Press
The object of this present paper is to study Toeplitz operators and
Hankel operators on the Hardy space of the unit sphere S in Cn through
the generalized area integral of harmonic functions on the unit ball B in Cn.
In particular we consider the question of when the product of two Toeplitz
operators is a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator. It follows from
a theorem in [DJ] that T,T can be a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz
operator only when it is a compact perturbation of T, .
As is well known, the condition that either , or  is in H implies that
T,T=T . On the unit circle, Brown and Halmos [BH] showed that
T,T=T, exactly when either , or  is in H . But it is not known
whether T,T=T, implies that either , or  is in H  when n is greater
than 1.
On the unit circle, Axler, Chang, and Sarason [ACS] found a sufficient
condition, which is in terms of Douglas algebras, for the product of two
Toeplitz operators to be a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator.
Later Volberg [V] proved that their condition is also necessary. Recently
we [Z] have obtained an elementary necessary and sufficient condition for
the product of two Toeplitz operators to be a compact perturbation of a
Toeplitz operator on the unit circle. In higher dimensions the theory of
function algebras is so complicated, and it is not even known that the
Carleson corona theorem holds for the unit ball. Also there are not so
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many inner functions on the unit ball as on the unit disk [R]. Thus the
ChangMarshall theorem ([Ch1], [M]) doesn’t hold on the unit sphere.
As Douglas algebras play a prominent role in various problems about
Toeplitz operators and Hankel operators on the circle, the theory of func-
tion algebras prevents us from extending one-variable theory to several
variables. So it is natural that some results about Toeplitz operators and
Hankel operators on the unit circle fail in higher dimensions [DJ]. The
purpose of this paper is to show that our elementary condition on the unit
circle extends to the unit sphere as a sufficient condition for the product
of two Toeplitz operators to be a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz
operator. We guess that it is also necessary, but we are not able to prove
that. As a consequence, we give a characterization of the subalgebra of L
for which the corresponding Hankel operators are compact. The main tools
are the distribution function inequality for the area integral of harmonic
functions and the Bergman metric version of the LittlewoodPaley formula.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 0, we present
some preliminaries. In Section 1, we establish the distribution function
inequality. The Bergman metric version of the LittlewoodPaley formula is
proved in Section 2. In Section 3, we apply results in Sections 1 and 2 to
obtain a sufficient condition for the product two Toeplitz operators to be
a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator and a criterion for compactness
of Hankel operators. We also give several other sufficient conditions which
extend from the unit circle. C will be used to denote various constants.
0. PRELIMINARIES
We denote by B the open unit ball and by S the unit sphere in the
n-dimensional complex Euclidean space Cn. We assume n>1. Write z # B
as (z1 , ..., zn), and $(z)=1&|z| 2. The Bergman metric on B is
ds2=:
i, j
gij dzi dz j ,
where
gij=
2
zi z j
log
1
($(z))n+1
.
Let (gij) be the inverse matrix of (gij); then the LaplaceBeltrami operator
on B is defined to be
2f =4 :
ij
gij
2f
z i zj
, (0.1)
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and we call a function f harmonic if 2f =0. The gradient with respect to
the Bergman metric is given by
{f =2 :
ij
gij { fz i

zj
+
f
zj

z i= ,
and the square norm of the vector field {f is
|{f | 2=2 \:ij g
ij f
zi
f
zj
+:
ij
gij
f
z i
f
z j+ . (0.2)
It is easy to see that the square norm of {f induces an inner product
({f, {g) for two vector fields {f and {g.
The volume element d0 induced by the metric is
d0(z)=det(gij) d|(z)=(n+1)n ($(z))&(n+1) d|(z), (0.3)
where d| is the Euclidean element of volume.
We shall follow the convention of identifying functions f on the
unit sphere with their harmonic extensions into the unit ball, defined via
Poisson’s formula:
f (z)=|
S
P(z, w) f (w) d_(w), (0.4)
where d_(w) is the induced Euclidean measure on S and P(z, w) is the
PoissonSzego kernel:
P(z, w)=
(&1)!
2?2
(1&|z| 2)n
|1&(z, w)| 2n
for z in B.
Let H2 be the closure in L2(S, d_) (denoted by L2) of the polynomials
in the coordinate functions z1 , z2 , ..., zn . Then H 2 is a subspace of L2 and
there is a projection P from L2 onto the Hardy space H2. In fact, P can
be represented as an integral operator
Pf (z)=Cn |
S
f (w) S(z, w) d_(w), (0.5)
where Cn is a constant and S(z, w) is the Szego kernel
S(z; w)=
(n&1)!
2?n
1
(1&(z, w))n
.
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Koranyi and Vagi [KV] have shown that P extends a bounded operator
on L p for 1< p<.
For a function , in L2, the Toeplitz operator T, and the Hankel
operator H, with the symbol , are densely defined on H2 respectively
by T,g=P(,g), and H, g=(I&P)(,g). If , is in L, let M, , be the
multiplication operator g  ,g on L2. Under the decomposition L2=H2 
(H2)=, the multiplication operator M, is written in the following form
M,=\T,H,
H*,
S, + .
The following lemma shows relations between Toeplitz operators
and Hankel operators. It is quite useful in studying products of Toeplitz
operators.
Lemma 1. Let , and  be two functions in L. Then the following three
identities hold:
(1) H,=H,T+S,H .
(2) T,=T,T+H*, H .
(3) S,=S,S+H,H* .
Proof. To prove the above identities we use the matrix representations
of the operators M, , M , and M, under the decomposition
L2=H2  (H2)=. Since M,M=M, , computing the product of the
matrices of M, and M , gives
M,=\ T,T+H
*
H,T+S,H
T,H* +H*, S
H,H* +S,S+ .
On the other hand,
M,=\T,H,
H*, 
S, + .
Comparison of the two matrix representations of M, gives the those three
identities.
1. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION INEQUALITY
In this section we will get a distribution function inequality involving the
generalized Lusin area integral and a certain maximal function. Before
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stating the distribution function inequality, we need to introduce some
notation.
Let :>12 be fixed, and for w # S, let A:(w) be the admissible region
at w:
A:(w)=[ |z|<1, |1&(z, w)|<:$(z)]. (0.6)
Define the generalized Lusin area integral of a harmonic function f on B
to be
S:( f )(w)=\|A:(w) |{f | 2 (z) d0(z)+
12
. (0.7)
For each :, and $>0, let
S:, $( f )(w)=\|A:(w) & [z # B, $(z)<$] |{f | 2 (z) d0(z)+
12
(0.8)
be the truncated area function. To extend the classical theorem of
Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund on the unit circle to the unit sphere, Chang
[Ch2] proved that S:( f )(w) is bounded on L p for 1< p<. So is the
truncated area function.
For w # S, let B(w, r) be the skew ball centered at w of radius r, defined
by
B(w, r)=[z # S : |1&wz |<r]. (1.1)
Let d(z, w)=|1&wz | 12 and |B(w, r)| denote the measure of B(w, r). It
is easy to verify that d(z, w) is a metric on S, and |B(w, r)|rrn (i.e.
C1rn|B(w, r)|C2 rn).
We will use the family of skew balls to define the space of functions of
bounded mean oscillation on the unit sphere S. If B(w, r) is a skew ball and
f is a function on S, define the mean value fB(w, r) of f over the ball B(w, r)
by fB(w, r)=1( |B(w, r)| ) B(w, r) f d_(w). A locally integrable function f on S
will be said to belong to BMO, which stands for ‘‘bounded mean oscilla-
tion’’ if
MB(w, r)( f )=
1
|B(w, r)| |B(w, r) | f & fB(w, r) | d_(w)A (1.2)
holds for a fixed A and all the skew balls B(w, r). The smallest bound A
for which (1.2) is satisfied is then taken to be the norm of f in the space,
and is denoted by & f &BMO. Strictly speaking, a function in BMO is defined
only up to an additive constant. A fundamental fact is that the Fefferman
Stein theorem on the duality of H1 and BMO is valid in this context
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[CRW]. P is a continuous map of L onto BMOA=[ f # BMO:
f holomorphic on B]. Moreover &P&BMOC &b&BMO [K]. As in the unit
disk, it is routine to derive
&b&BMO r&b&** ] supz # B _|S |b(w)&b(z)| 2 P(z, w) d_(w)&
12
,
and &b b ,z&**=&b&**. Here ,z is the Mo bius transformation. So we can
think that &b&BMO is Mo bius-invariant in the sense that &b b ,z&BMO r
&b&BMO.
Let w be in S. The maximal function defined with respect to this family
of balls is given by
M(g)(w)=sup
w # B
1
|B| |B | g| d_,
where the supremum is taken over all skew balls B containing w. Using the
inequality |B(w, r)|>c|B(w, 2r)|, it is possible to prove the standard covering
lemmas, and to show that M is a weak type 11 operator. From this it
follows that the strong maximal function Ar(g) defined by
4rg(w)=(M( | g| r)(w))1r
is bounded on L p for all 1<r< p.
Fix :>0 and some point w # B. Let
Bw=B \ w|w| , (:+1) $(w)+
be the skew ball associated with w. For s>0, we use sBw , to denote
B((w|w| ), s(:+1) $(w)). Now we are ready to state the distribution func-
tion inequality
Theorem 1. Suppose that , and  are in BMO. Let f and h be in H2.
Then for any given =>0, l<2, z # B, and a>0 sufficiently large, there are
positive constants 1<r<2 and C= such that
|[w # Bz : S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w) S:, 2$(z)(Hh)(w)
<a2[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l (( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_ inf
w # Bz
4r( f )(w) inf
w # Bz
4r(h)(w)]|12 |Bz |. (1.3)
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Proof. Let l>2. Fix z in B, =>0, and a>0. We will show that there
are positive constants 1<r<2 and C= , depending only on =, such that the
sets E(a, =) and F(a, =), defined respectively by the conditions
S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w)a[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] inf
w # Bz
4r( f )(w),
S:, 2$(z)(Hh)(w)a[C=(( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] inf
w # Bz
4r(h)(w)
satisfy
|E(a, =)|Ka |Bz |, (1.4)
|F(a, =)|Ka |Bz |, (1.5)
where lima   Ka=1. For simplicity we will present only the details of the
proof of (1.4). The same method will lead the proof of (1.5).
First we show how Theorem 1 follows from (1.4) and (1.5). It is easy to
see that
E(a, =) , F(a, =)/[w # Bz : S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w) S:, 2$(z)(Hh)(w)
<a2[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_[C=(( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_ inf
w # Bz
4r(h)(w) inf
w # Bz
4r( f )(w)].
Since lima   Ka=1, we choose a>0 sufficiently large such that Ka>34.
Then Theorem 1 follows from
|[w # Bz : S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w) S:, 2$(z)(Hh)(w)
<a2[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_[C=(( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_ inf
w # Bz
4r( f )(w) inf
w # Bz
4r(h)(w)]|>(12) |Bz |.
Now we turn to the proof of (1.4). The proof consists of five steps. Note
that d(w, z)=|1&wz | 12 is a distance on S. Then we can easily verify that
there is a constant s, which depends on the aperture :, such that for all
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points u in A:(w0) with w0 in sBz and $(u)<$(z), and all w in SsBz , we
have
}1&(u, w)1&(z, w) }C (1.6)
for some constant C>0.
Let /E denote the characteristic function of the subset E of S. In order
to prove (1.4) we write H, f as H, f = f1+ f2+ f3+ f4 where f1=
[,&P(, b ,z)] /sBz f, f2=[,&P(, b ,z) b ,z)] /SsBz f, f3=&P[[,&P
(, b ,z) b ,z)] /sBz f ], and f4=&P[[,&P(, b ,z) b ,z)] /SsBz f ].
Step 1. For l>2, there are positive constants C and 1<r<2 such
that
_|Bz S:, 2$(z)( f1)(w)
p d_(w)&
1p
C |Bz| (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
u # Bz
4r f (u) (1.7)
for some p>1.
For l>2, we can always find l $>2 and p>1 so that l=l $p and
r= p(l $l $&2)<2. By the generalized theorem of Marcinkiewicz and
Zygmund ([Ch2]), the truncated area integral S:, 2$(z)( f )(w) is bounded
for 1< p<. So for l>2, we have
|
Bz
S:, 2$(z)( f1)(w) p d_(w)
C |
S
| f1(w)| p d_(w)
=C |
sBz
|,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| p | f (w)| p d_(w)
|sBz| _ 1|sBz | |sBz |,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)|
pl $ d_(w)&
1l $
__ 1|sBz | |sBz | f (w)|
r d_(w)&
pr
. (1.8)
Since
_ 1|sBz| |sBz | f (w)|
r d_(w)&
1r
4r f (u) (1.9)
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for each u # sBz , and an elementary estimate shows that for w # sBz ,
P(z, w)>(C( |sBz | )), it follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that
_|Bz S:, 2$(z)( f1)(w)
p d_(w)&
1p
C |Bz| (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
u # Bz
4r f (u).
Step 2. For l>2, there is a positive constant C such that
_|Bz S:, 2$(z)( f3)(w)
p d_(w)&
1p
C |Bz| (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
4r f (v) (1.10)
for some p>1, 1<r<2 and a sufficiently large.
(1.10) immediately follows from Step 1 and the fact that the Hardy
projection is bounded on L p for 1< p<.
Step 3. For l>2, let 1<r=(ll&1)<2; on sBz ,
S:, 2$(z)( f2)(w)C(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v), (1.11)
for some C>0.
For f2 , we shall use a pointwise estimate of the norm of the gradient of
f2 . From (1.6) for all points u in A:(w0) with w0 in sBz and $(u)<$(z), and
all w in SsBz , we have
}1&(u, w)1&(z, w) }C
for some constant C>0. Thus for such u # B,
|{f2(u)||
SsBz
|{u P(u, w)| |[,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z)(w)] f (w)| d_(w)
=n |
SsBz
P(u, w) |[,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z)(w)] f (w)| d_(w)
C$(u)n |
SsBz
|[,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z)(w)] f (w)|
|1&(z, w)| 2n
d_(w)
C($(u))n (1&|z| 2)&nl (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l |sBz |&1r
_\ |sBz| |SsBz
| f (w)| r
|1&(z, w)| 2n
d_(w)+
1r
.
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Noting |sBz |r$(z)n, we obtain
\ |sBz| |SsBz
| f (w)| r
|1&(z, w)| 2n
d_(w)+
1r
C \|SsBz
| f (w)| r $(z)n
|&(z, w)| 2n
d_(w)+
1r
C inf
v # Bz
(4r f (v)).
Thus
|{f2(u)|C $(u)n (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l |Bz | &1 inf
v # Bz
(4r f (v)). (1.12)
As in [Ch2], applying (0.3) and (1.12) we have
S:, 2$(z)( f2)(w)=\|A:(w) & [u # B, $(u)<2$(z)] |{f2 | 2 (u) d0(u)+
12
C(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l
_\|A:(w) & [u # B, $(u)2$(z)] $(u)2n $(u)&(n+1) d|(u)+
12
_|Bz |&1 inf
v # Bz
(4r f (v)).
For u # A:(w) & [u # B, $(u)<2$(z)], $(u)2$(z), and then we have
S:, 2$(z)( f2)(w)C(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l $(z)(n&1)2
_\|A:(w) , [u # B, $(u)2$(z)] d|(w)+
12
|Bz |&1 inf
v # Bz
(4r f (v))
C(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
(4r f (v)).
Thus inequality (1.11) follows.
Step 4. For l>2, let 1<r=(ll&1)<2, there is a C=>0 such that
on Bz ,
S:, 2$(z)( f4)(w)C[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v), (1.13)
for some C>0.
Notice that
f4(u)=&|
SsBz
S(u, w)[,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w))] /SsBz(w) f (w) d_(w),
(1.14)
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where S(u, w) is the Szego kernel for B. Thus instead of estimating the
gradient of the Poisson kernel as in Step 3, we will estimate the gradient
of the Szego kernel. By a direct computation and (1.6), we have
|{S(u, w)|
C$(u)12
|1(u, w)|n+12

C$(u)12
|1&(z, w)| n+12
.
Thus for u # A:(w0) with w0 # sBz , applying Ho lder’s inequality in (1.14)
we get
|{f4(u)|C$(u)12 _|SsBz
|,(w&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| l
|1&(z, w)|n+12
d_(w)&
1l
__|SsBz
| f (w)| r
|1&(z, w)|n+12
d_(w)&
1r
. (1.15)
We will use the argument in [S2] to show that for any =>0, there is an
N=>0 such that
_|SsBz
|,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| l
|1&(z, w)| n+12
d_(w)&
1l

C
$(z)12l
[(N=2N=n)1l (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=], (1.16)
and
_|SsBz
| f (w)| r
|1&(z, w)| n+12
d_(w)&
1r

C
$(z)12r
inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v). (1.17)
To save space we just work out the detail on the proof of (1.16). (1.17)
follows by a similar method.
Let F(w)=,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w) for a fixed z in B ; then F is a function
of bounded mean oscillation because the seminorm & }&BMO is Mo bius-
invariant and P is a bounded operator form BMO into BMO. So
&F&BMOC&,&BMO. Observing that |B(w, r)|rrn, we have |F2sBz&FsBz |
2CM2sBz(F ). Hence |F2ksBz&FsBz |2C 
k
i=1 M2isBz(F ), and so
_ 1|2ksBz | |2ksBz |F(w)|
l d_(w)&
1l
_ 1|2ksBz | |2ksBz |F(w)&F2ksBz |
l d_(w)&
1l
+2C :
k
i=1
M2isBz(F )+|FsBz |.
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It also follows from the JohnNirenberg Theorem [JN] that
_ 1|2ksBz | |2ksBz |F(w)&F2ksBz |
l d_(w)&
1l
C &F&BMO
So we have
_ 1|2ksBz| |2ksBz |F(w)|
l d_(w)&
1l
2C(k+1) &F&BMO+|FsBz |
2C(k+1)+|FsBz |. (1.18)
On sBz , P(z, w)(C|sBz | ). Hence
|FsBz |C |
sBz
|F(w)| P(z, w) d_(w)C(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l
C &,&BMO. (1.19)
Combining (1.18) and (1.19) we get
1
|2ksBz | |2ksBz |F(w)|
l d_(w)C(k+1) l &,&BMO.
Let =>0 and choose the smallest integer M such that 2MsBz=S. Now
for all w not in 2ksBz ,
1
|1&(z, w)|n+12

C
2k(1+12)$(z)n+12
.
Hence
|
SsBz
|,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| l
|1&(z, w)| n+12
d_(w)
 :
M
k=1
|
2ksBz2
k&1sBz
|F(w)| l
|1&(z, w)|n+12
d_(w)

C
$(z)12
:
M
k=1
1
2k2
|2ksBz| |
2ksBz
|F(w)| l d_(w). (1.20)
Since k=1 (k
l+12k2) is convergent, we choose N= so that
:
M
k=N=+1
kl+1
2k2
=l.
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Thus (1.20) becomes
|
SsBz
|,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| l
|1&(z, w)| n+12
d_(w)

C
$(z)12 _ :
N=
k=1
1
2k2 |2ksBz | |2ksBz |F(w)|
l d_(w)+=l& . (1.21)
Note that P(z, w)(C2nk |2ksBz | ) for w # 2ksBz if $(z) is sufficiently small.
Then we get that
:
N=
k=1
1
|2ksBz | |2ksBz |(w)|
l d_(w)CN=2N= n( |F | l (z)). (1.22)
A combination of (1.21) and (1.22) yields
|
SsBz
|,(w)&P(, b ,z) b ,z(w)| l
|1&(z, w)| n+12
d_(w)
C
$(z)12
[N=2N=n( |F | l (z))+=l].
Now we turn to the proof of (1.13). By (1.15), (1.16), and (1.17), we have
|{f4(u)|C
$(u)
$(z)12
[(N=2N= n)1l ( |F | l (z))1l+=] inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v).
Hence
S:, 2$(z)( f4)(w)C _|A:(w) & [$(u)2$(z)] |{F(u)| 2 $(u)&(n+1) d|(u)&
12
C
[N=2N=n)1l ( |F | l (z))1l+=] infv # Bz 4r( f )(v)
$(z)12
__|A:(w) & [$(u)2$(z)] $(u)&n+1 d|(u)&
1l
C[(N=2N=n)1l ( |F | l (z))1l+=] inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v).
Step 5. This step will complete the proof of the distribution function
inequality (1.4) by combining the last four steps. Since H, f = f1+ f2+
f3+ f4 , we have S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w)4i=1 S:, 2$(z)( fi)(w). So for any *>0,
,
4
i=1 {w # Bz : S:, 2$(z)( fi)(w)
*
4=/[w # Bz : S:, 2$(z)(H, f )(w)*].
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Let Ei (=, a) be the subset of Bz such that
S:, 2$(z)( fi)(w)a(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v)
for i<4, and E4(=, a) the subset of Bz , such that
S:, 2$(z)( f4)(w)a[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v).
Then we have
,
4
i=1
Ei (a4, =)/Ei (a, =).
Since
|BzE1(a4, =)| 1p (( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v)
_|Bz S:, 2$(z)( f1)(w) p d_(w)&
1p
,
it follows from Step 1 that
|BzE1(a4, =)||Bz | a&1pK
for some positive constant K which is independent of a. Hence
|E1(a4, =)|(1&a&1pK) |Bz |
for a sufficiently large a. Similarly if we use Step 2, we obtain that
|E3(a4, =)|(1&a&1pK) |Bz |. By Steps 3 and 4, for a sufficiently large we
have
S:, 2$(z)( f2)(w)a(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v),
S:, 2$(z)( f4)(w)a[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] inf
v # Bz
4r( f )(v)
everywhere on Bz , which imply E2(a4, =) and E4(a4, =) contain Bz . So
|E(a, =)|
|Bz |
1&a&1p2K.
This completes the proof of (1.4) if we choose Ka=1&a&1p2K.
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2. THE LITTLEWOODPALEY FORMULA
It is well known that the unit ball with the Bergman metric is a non-
compact manifold, and the metric blows up on S. Green’s formula on B
itself doesn’t hold. But on every compact subset of B, we have Green’s
formula. In particular,
|
rB
[F 2H&H 2F] d0=|
rS _F
H
nr
&H
F
nr& d_r , (2.1)
where (nr) are normal derivatives in the direction of the outward unit
normal, but with length normalized according to the Bergman metric and
d_r is the measure on rS induced by the element of volume d0 given by the
metric.
On the unit disk there is the LittlewoodPaley formula:
1(2?) |
?
&?
f (ei%) h(ei%) d%=
1
? | |B1 ((grad f ), (grad h)) log
1
|z|
d|,
if f and h are in L2(S1) and f (0) h(0)=0. Here grad f refers to the usual
gradient f on B1. In this section we will extend the formula to the unit
ball in the Bergman metric version. Details of the proof are presented as
follows. To do this a precise formula for the Green function G(z) with pole
at 0 for the BeltramiLaplace operator 2 induced by the Bergman metric
is needed.
Lemma 2. The Green function is G(z)=$(z)n g( |z| 2). Here g(r) is
differentiable at 1 and g(1){0.
Proof. Suppose that G(z) is a radial function in the form U( |z| 2) for
some differentiable function U(r) on (0, 2). Then a direct computation
yields
2G
zi z j
=U"(r2) z i zj+U$(r2) $ij . (2.2)
It is easy to verify from the definition of 2 that
2G=
2
n+1
$(z) : ($ij&ziz j)
2G
zi z j
. (2.3)
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Since G(z) is harmonic in B[0], replacing (2Gzi z j) in (2.3) by (2.2),
we obtain the ordinary differential equation
U"(r2)+U(r2)
n&r2
r2&r4
=0.
Letting t=r2, the above equation becomes
U"(t)+U(t)
n&t
t&t2
=0.
Let V(t)=U$(t); then we get
V$(t)+V(t)
n&t
t&t2
=0.
Solving the above differential equation yields
V(t)=
V(12)
2
(1&t)n&1
tn
.
Noting that V(t)=U$(t) and U(1)=G( |z| )=0 for z # S, we obtain
U(t)=
V(12)
2 |
1
t
(1&s)n&1
sn
ds.
Since V(t)=U$(t) and G( |z| )=U( |z| 2), we may choose a Green function
such that V(12)=2. Thus
U(t)=|
1
t
(1&s)n&1
sn
ds.
Integrating by parts gives
U(t)=
(1&t)n
n \t&n&
n+1
(1&t)n |
1
t
(1&s)n
sn+1
ds+ .
Let g(t)=(U(t)(1&t)n)=(t&nn)&(n+1n(1&t)n) 1t ((1s)
nsn+1) ds, then
G(z)=$(z)n g( |z| 2), and g(t) is a smooth function near by 1 and g(1)=1n.
Thee proof is now complete.
From the above proof, we see that we may choose a Green function
which is positive near by S, i.e., there is a number 0<s<1 such that
G(z)>0 for |z|>s. Now we state the Bergman metric version of the
generalized LittlewoodPaley formula as follows.
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Theorem 2. (The LittlewoodPaley formula). If f and h are two
functions in L2, and f (0) h(0)=0, then
|
S
fh d_=Cn |
B
({f, {h) G(z) d0(z) (2.4)
for some constant Cn .
Proof. Let G(z) be the Green function of the unit ball B. For any
0<r<1, the Green function Gr(z) of the domain rB is G(z)&G(r). Let
K(z) be a function in C2(sB) for some s>1. Applying the Green formula
(2.1) to two functions K(z) and Gr(z), and using a classical argument to
deal with the pole 0 of Gr(z) we get
|
rB
2K(G(z)&G(r)) d0+K(0)=&|
rS
K
G
nr
d_r .
Note that d_r is the measure on rS induced by the element d0 of volume
given by the Bergman metric and d0=(n+1)n ($(z))&(n+1) d|(z). Then
we get d_r r($(z))&n dS where dS is the surface measure of rS induced by
the Euclidean metric. So there is a function hr such that
&|
r 9
K
G
nr
d_r=&|
S
K(rw)
G
nr
(rw) hr(w) d_.
Thus
|
rB
2K(z)(G(z)&G(r)) d0+K(0)=&|
S
K(rw)
G
nr
(rw) hr(w) d_. (2.5)
Using Lemma 2 and the proof of (12.10) in [ST] we see that
(Gnr)(rw) hr(w) is a continuous function of both r and w. Let
H(w, r)=&(Gnr)(rw) hr(w). Then the formula (2.5) becomes
|
rB
2K(z)(G(z)&G(r)) d0+K(0)=&|
S
K(rw) H(w, r) d_. (2.6)
Let f be a function in L2. Thus f (z) is harmonic on the unit ball. For z
in B, let K(z)=| f (z)| 2; and then 2K(z)=2 |{f (z)| 2. Now applying the
above formula (2.6), we have
2 |
rB
|{f (z)|2 (G(z)&G(r)) d0+| f (0)| 2=|
S
| f (rw)| 2 H(w, r) d_.
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Choose a Green function which is positive near S. By monotone
convergence the first term of the left side of this equality tends to
2 |
B
|{f (z)| 2 G(z) d0
as r  1, while the right side has limit
|
S
| f (w)| 2 H(w, 1) d_.
So we have
2 |
B
|{((z)| 2 G(z) d0+| f (0)| 2=|
S
| f (w)| 2 H(w, 1) d_. (2.7)
Concerning the measure H(w, 1) d_, we observe that
K(0)=&|
rS
K
G
nr
d_r
=&|
S
K(rw)
G
nr
(rw) hr(w) d_=|
S
K(rw) H(w, r) d_(w)
for all continuous harmonic function K. Letting r  1, we get
K(0)=|
S
K(w) H(w, 1) d_.
On the other hand, by the invariant mean value property of harmonic
functions we have
K(0)=
2
Cn |S K(w) d_(w)
for any harmonic function K. Here Cn is a constant. Thus H(w, 1)=2Cn ,
and then the formula (2.7) becomes
2 |
B
|{f (z)| 2 G(z) d0+| f (0)| 2=
2
Cn |S | f (w)|
2 d_. (2.8)
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Let g and h be two functions in L2 with g(0) h(0)=0. Applying (2.8) for
g and h and using the fact that the inner product ({g, {h) is induced by
the square norm we obtain
|
S
gh d_=Cn |
B
({g, {h) g(z) d0,
for some constant Cn . The proof of the theorem is complete.
3. PRODUCTS OF TOEPLITZ OPERATORS, AND
COMPACT HANKEL OPERATORS
In this section we apply the distribution function inequality of Section 1
and the LittlewoodPaley formula of Section 2 to give a sufficient condi-
tion for the product of two Toeplitz operators to be a compact perturba-
tion of a Toeplitz operator. Our condition is presented in terms of the
harmonic extensions on the unit ball of symbols of those two Toeplitz
operators. It is quite general. As its consequence, we will give several other
sufficient conditions which come from the unit disk. Also our condition
gives a criterion for compact Hankel operators with symbols in BMO.
The idea to use the distribution function inequality in the theory of
Toeplitz operators and Hankel operators first appeared in the Axler,
Chang, and Sarason paper [ACS]. The distribution function inequality
was also used in [Ch2] to show the boundedness of the Calderon-type
commutator operator [P,b] on the Hardy space H2 of the unit sphere for
b in BMOA.
Theorem 3. Let , and  be in BMO. Then T, T&T,  , is compact if
lim
z  S
( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | 2 (z))12 ( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | 2 (z))12=0. (3.1)
Proof. We first want to mention that the problem of the product of two
Toeplitz operators is a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator can be
reformulated as a problem about Hankel operators. It follows from Lemma
1 in Section 0 that our problem is to recognize when the product of one
Hankel operator with the adjoint of another is compact.
Let f and h be in H 2 with & f &2=1 and &h&2=1. Then H, f (0)
Hh(0)=0. By Theorem 2 (the LittlewoodPaley formula), we have
(H*,Hh, f ) =(Hh, H, f )
=Cn |
B
({Hh, {H, f ) G(z) d0(z)=Ir+IIr ,
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where
Ir=Cn |
1>|z|>r
({Hh, {H, f ) G(z) d0(z),
and
IIr=Cn |
|z|r
({Hh, {H, f ) G(z) d0(z).
It is easy to check that for the second term, there is a compact operator Kr
on H2 such that IIr=(Krh, f ) . So in order to show that H*,H is com-
pact it suffices to show for the first term that limr  1 |Ir |=0. Now we turn
to the proof of this fact. The proof depends upon some estimates involving
the generalized area integral and the HardyLittlewood maximal function.
Since the distribution function inequality was established in Section 1, as in
[ACS], the argument here is adapted from the alternative proof of the
duality between BMO and H1 given in [FS].
Fix a for which the distribution function inequality holds as in Theorem
1. For w<{B, let \(w) denote the maximum of those numbers $ for
which
S:, $(H, f )(w) S:, $(Hh)(w)a[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l
_(( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_4r( f ) 4r(h).
Let /(w, z) denote the characteristic function of the set
[(w, z) # S_B : A:(w) & [$(z)<\(w)]].
We have
|
S
S:, \(w)(H, f )(w) S:, \(w)(Hh)(w) d_(w)
=|
S _|A:(w) & [$(z)<\(w)] |{H, f (z)| 2 d0(z)&
12
__|A:(w) & [$(z)<\(w)] |{Hh(z)| 2 d0(z)&
12
d_(w)
|
S
|
B
/(w, z) |({Hh, {H, f ) | d0(z) d_(w).
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Now the distribution function inequality tells us that \(w)>(:+1) $(z) on
a subset of Bz whose measure is at least 12 |Bz |r 12 $(z)n. Since \(w)
(:+1) $(z), (w, z) is in A:(w) & [$(z)<\(w)]. Thus /(w, z)=1 on
A:(w) & [$(z)<\(w)]. Combining those observations with the fact that
|G(z)|C$(z)n for |z|>r, we have
|Ir |C |
|z|>r
|({Hh, {H, f ) | $(z)n d0(z)
=C |
S
|
|z|>r
|({H h, {H, f ) | /(w, z) d0(z) d_(w).
Hence |Ir |C # SS:, \(w)(J, f )(w) S:, \(w)(Hh)(w) d_(w). On the other
hand, from the definition of \(w) it follows that
|
S
S:, \(w)(H, f )(w) S:, \(w)(Hh)(w) d_(w)
|
S
Ca[C=(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l (( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=]
_4r( f )(w) 4r(h)(w) d_(w).
By the Schwarz inequality and the HardyLittlewood maximal function
theorem, we obtain
|Ir |Ca[C= sup
|z|>r
(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l
_((|&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l+=] & f &2 &h&2 . (3.2)
Since & }&BMO is Mo bius-invariant, from the JohnNirenberg theorem
[JN] it follows that
( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | 2 (z))12 ( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | 2 (z))12
r(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l (( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l
for any l>0. So if , and  are two functions in BMO satisfying the condi-
tion (3.1) in Theorem 3, for a fixed \ # (0, 1), we may assume that there is
a r # (0, 1) such that
(( |,&P(, b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l (( |&P( b ,z) b ,z | l)(z))1l<\
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for |z|>r and some l>2. Hence from (3.2) it follows that |Ir |
Ca[C=\+=]. The proof of the theorem is complete.
First we make a remark on the condition (3.1). Making a change of
variable we get that the condition (3.1) becomes
lim
z  S
&H, kz&2 &Hkz &2=0.
Furthermore it is expressible in the following simple form:
lim
z  S
&, b ,z&P(, b ,z)&2 & b ,z&P( b ,z)&2=0. (3.3)
Before Axler, Chang, and Sarason [ACS] found their conditions, there
were several other sufficient conditions for the product of two Toeplitz
operators to be a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator. The following
conditions are known to imply the compactness of T, T&T,  on the unit
circle:
(1) Either , or  is in C(S) [Co1].
(2) , and  are piecewise continuous and have no common discon-
tinuities [GK].
(3) Either , or  is in H on each fiber Mz for z on the, circle [S1].
(4) Either , or  is in H on each set of antisymmetry of
H+C(S) [A].
(5) Either , or  is in H  on each support set.
It was shown in [ACS] that H[,] & H []/H +C(S) is equiv-
alent to Condition (5) on the unit circle. On the unit sphere, Coburn
[Co2] showed that Condition (1) is also a sufficient condition.
About the concepts in Conditions (1)(5), see [ACS]. Here we need to
define the support set on the unit sphere since its definition is different from
one of the support set on the unit circle. Let M be the closure of the unit
ball in the maximal ideal space of H(S). It is not known whether M
equals the maximal ideal space of H(S). By the HahnBanach theorem
each { # M extends a linear functional {$ on L. Thus there is at least one
representing measure d+ supported on M(L) such that for each g # L,
{$(g)=supp({$) g d+. A subset of M(L
), the maximal ideal space of L
will be called a support set if it is the union of the (closed) supports of all
representing measures for all extensions of a functional in MB. It is clear
that Condition (5) is the weakest condition. As in [Z], we can show that
Condition (5) is stronger than our condition in Theorem 3. We state this
result in the following theorem and omit its proof. For details, see [Z]. so
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the above Conditions (1)(5) are sufficient conditions for the compactness
of T, &T, T the unit sphere.
Theorem 4. Let , and  be in L. If either , or  is in H on each
support set, then T, &T, T is compact on the Hardy space H 2.
Let B=[ f # L : Hf is compact]. From Lemma 1 it is easy to see that
B is a subalgebra of L which contains H+C(S) [Co2]. In [DJ] it is
shown that B is strictly larger than H+C(S) when n>1. For n=1,
Hartman [H] proved that B equals H+C(S). If we apply Theorem 3 to
the Hankel operator, we will get a necessary and sufficient condition for the
compactness of Hankel operators on the Hardy space of the unit sphere,
which gives a characterization of the algebra B. In [CWR], the analogue
of the following theorem for small Hankel operators is established.
Theorem 5. Let , be in BMO. Then the Handel operator H, is compact
on H2 if and only if
lim
z  S
&, b ,z&P(, b ,z)&2=0. (3.4)
Proof. It is easy to see that kz weakly converges to zero in H2 as z  S.
If H, is compact, then
lim
z  S |S |,kz&P(,kz)|
2 d_=0.
Making a change of variable we obtain
lim
z  S
&, b ,z&P(, b ,z)&2=0.
This is the desired condition (3.4).
On the other hand, if , satisfies the condition (3.4), it follows from
Theorem 3 that H*,H, is compact. So therefore is H, . We have finished the
proof of Theorem 5.
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